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Detecting the Unexpected
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“It would be unprecedented in 
the history of astronomy if the 
gravitational radiation 
window does not reveal new, 
enigmatic sources.”
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• Cosmic detective work: case studies 

• Gamma Ray Bursts 

• Fast Radio Bursts 

• Detecting the Unexpected



Gamma Ray Bursts

Discovered by Vela satellites in 1967

Luminosity suggested galactic origin



Gamma Ray Bursts

Discovered by Vela satellites in 1967

Luminosity suggested galactic origin
Sky distribution from Vela 
constellation inconclusive



Gamma Ray Bursts

Compton Gamma Ray Observatory 
1991-2000  

Implied Extra-galactic origin 
(though localization poor) 

Energetics suggest significant beaming



Gamma Ray Bursts

GRB 970228: First x-ray and optical 
counterpart detected in 1997
Confirmed extra-galactic origin

Great diversity in light curves



Gamma Ray Bursts
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Short-Hard, Long-Soft classification

GRB 050724 (Swift) - 
First short burst 

with x-ray, optical and 
radio counterpart



Leading Gamma Ray Burst Models

Paczynski 1986, 
Eichler et al 1987 

Short Long

MacFadyen & Woosley 1999



Fast Radio Bursts

FRB 010724 - Lorimer burst, 
discovered 2007 

High dispersion suggested 
extra galactic origin

Duration shorter than time 
resolution of instrument



Fast Radio Bursts: The doubters



Fast Radio Bursts: The doubters



FRB 121102 Detected at Arecibo

Fast Radio Bursts: Confirmation

FRB 110523 Detected at GBT



Fast Radio Bursts
• FRB 121102 turned out to be first pulse detected from a repeating source that has since 

produced 16 more. Origin traced to a dwarf galaxy at 1 Gpc. Only known repeater 

• Likely more than one source for FRBs.  

• More theoretical ideas than recorded bursts! 

• CHIME should find hundreds - GW counterparts?



Detecting and Characterizing GW Bursts

d = h + n



Bayesian Inference

Prior Likelihood

Posterior Evidence

MCMC

p(h|M)

p(h|d,M) p(d|M)

p(d|h)



Posterior distributions for h



Bayesian GW data analysis

Posterior for h

Evidence for h

p(h|d,M)

p(h|d,M) =
p(d|h)p(h|M)

p(d|M)

p(d|M) =

Z
p(d|h)p(h|M)dh

Noise model Signal Model



Likelihood = Noise Model

Residual

r = d� h

Data Signal model

Demand that the residual is consistent with noise

e.g. Stationary Gaussian Noise
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Prior = Signal Model

e.g.  Template based model p(h|M) = �(h� h̄(~�)) p(~�|M)



Prior = Signal Model

e.g.  Template based model p(h|M) = �(h� h̄(~�)) p(~�|M)

Can marginalize over h: p(~�|d,M) =

Z
p(h|d,M)dh =

p(d|~�)p(~�|M)

p(d|M)



Prior = Signal Model

e.g.  Template based model p(h|M) = �(h� h̄(~�)) p(~�|M)

Can marginalize over h: p(~�|d,M) =

Z
p(h|d,M)dh =

p(d|~�)p(~�|M)

p(d|M)

Example of 1-d and 2-d GR IMR model posteriors for GW150914  [arXiv:1602.03840]



Prior = Signal Model
e.g.  Burst model p(h|M) =

X
p( )



Prior = Signal Model
e.g.  Burst model
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Prior = Signal Model
e.g.  Burst model p(h|M) =

X
p( )

p(h|d,M)

p(d|M)
log(Evidence_signal / Evidence_glitch) = 49.42 ± 0.82  

   log(Evidence_signal / Evidence_noise) = 225.24 ± 0.47 



Things that go bump in the night

Examples of poorly understood signals
Can’t be used as templates  

Core-collapse supernovae

Collapsars

Dynamical capture NS mergers

Ott et al. 2011 East et al. 2016



Time-Frequency Scalograms of LIGO data

Things that go bump in the night



T

(Bandpass filtered, whitened, time domain)

Samples from the Syracuse Audio Study of Glitches

Things that go bump in the night
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T

(Bandpass filtered, whitened, time domain)

Samples from the Syracuse Audio Study of Glitches

Things that go bump in the night



\Tai et al. 2014

Eccentric Binary Inspiral

BayesWave reconstruction of S6 
glitches in time-slides

Cornish & Littenberg 2015



Blip Glitches in aLIGO O1 background

Signal model

Glitch model

Match > 0.99



Blip Glitches in aLIGO O1 background

log(Evidence_signal / Evidence_glitch) = 53.05 ± 3.43  
log(Evidence_signal / Evidence_noise) = 1041.09 ± 0.42 

More significant than GW150914 !



Lesson:
To find unexpected signals you have 

to understand the noise



Lesson:
To find unexpected signals you have 

to understand the noise

Model everything and let the data sort it out



Lines and a drifting noise floor



Lines and a drifting noise floor
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Time-Frequency Scalograms of LIGO data

Glitches



Time-Frequency Scalograms of LIGO data

Glitches

Model these too

X



Gravitational Waves



Gravitational Waves

and model theseX



What about over-fitting the data?



What about over-fitting the data?

Let the data decide the model dimension)



What about over-fitting the data?

Let the data decide the model dimension)

Make the model dimension a parameter)



What about over-fitting the data?

Trans-dimensional Reversible Jump Markov Chain Monte Carlo

Let the data decide the model dimension)

Make the model dimension a parameter)



N = 32
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Trans-dimensional Markov Chain Monte Carlo



• Bayesian model selection 
• Three part model (signal, glitches, gaussian noise) 
• Trans-dimensional Markov Chain Monte Carlo 

• Wavelet decomposition  
• Glitch & GW modeled by wavelets  
• Number, amplitude, quality and TF location of wavelets varies

BayesWave

Continuous Morlet/Gabor Wavelets

Cornish & Littenberg 2015

Ellis & Cornish  2016



BayesWave at Work (LIGO)



BayesWave at Work (LIGO)



Wisdom of the crowd - mean and median give hyper-resolution

Crust depth, Voronoi models, random samples from MCMC

[Bodin et al, Journal of Geophysical Research, 117, B10307, 2012]  
 

Crust depth, mean & median of samples 
Higher resolution than any single sample



Analysis of  B1855+09 from NANOGrav 9 Year
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Strong evidence for 
non-stationary 

features

[Ellis & Cornish 2016a]



\
GW Burst Detection for PTAs [Ellis & Cornish 2017]



Signal Characterization
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What parameters do can we use to describe a generic burst signal?
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For example, in the time domain
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t

|h(t)|Can also define quantities like the peak of the signal
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Signal Characterization

�x� =
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Can be computed for raw and whitened signals

What parameters do can we use to describe a generic burst signal?
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Case Study: Simulated GW Burst 

Waveform 
posteriors

Injected
Recovered

Injected
Recovered

SNR posteriors



Case Study: Simulated GW Burst 

Model Selection Sky Map



Case Study: Simulated GW Burst 

Central time 
posteriors

Duration 
posteriors



Case Study: Simulated GW Burst 

Central frequency 
posteriors

Bandwidth 
posteriors



What we hear versus what is said

Sensitivity curve



What we hear versus what is said

Sensitivity curve

Speech



What we hear versus what is said

Sensitivity curve

Speech

300 Hz, 3000 Hz



De-convolving the detector response

Physical waveformWaveform seen in the detector



De-convolving the detector response

Physical waveformWaveform seen in the detector



De-convolving the detector response

Physical waveformWaveform seen in the detector



De-convolving the detector response

Waveform seen in the detector f(t) tracks extracted in detector frame
Equal to uncolored f(t) at SPA order



“It would be unprecedented in 
the history of astronomy if the 
gravitational radiation 
window does not reveal new, 
enigmatic sources.”


